
 

 

 

Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeek 6 
 

As we begin the sixth week of the 
greatest camp in the world, I find 
myself both angry and 
determined. You see that 
Mendy, Mickey, Mendel, 
Menachem or whatever that 
mouses name is still roaming 
around camp!! I was hired to do 
a job and I will not be defeated. 
Only once in my carrier did I fail 
to get the extermination job 
done. Back in kakiat in 2016 
there was a rat problem there 
too. They called me in, and I was 
supposed to solve the issue. I 
spent three weeks tracking the 
rat all over the kakiet grounds. In 
the end the rat was found dead 
in the yogurt blender. Chaim 
Kenig still denies any 
wrongdoing. Even though that 
mouse was dealt with, it wasn’t 
by me, so I consider that a failure 
and a loss. This won’t ever 
happen again, so I am 
determined to catch that silly 
rodent. As Monday rolls into 

camp, I am quick to get to work. 
Its another amazing day and the 
Airfare boys are all here setting 
up some pretty cool inflatable 
rides. Two huge slides, bouncy 
houses, a whack you in the head 
with a red pole then a blue pole 
thing and much more. I’m so 
excited to go have some fun I 
think ill just have to wait and put 
off the hunt till later. Wait!! 
What’s this??!! The mouse is 
coming out early to set up for 
something in the middle of the 
parking lot. He’s all tangled in 
yellow caution tape I think its my 
chance to pounce!! I creep up 
slowly to see why he is out 
before 4:30 and I see he is all 
involved in watching the set up of 
a massive carnival. That’s right 
over ten booths and tons of 
tickets. There’s arm wrestling, 
hockey shots, watermelon eating 
and much much more. I wonder 
why the mouse is out so early for 
this one. He usually is sleeping in 



the office till much later. I slowly 
get closer when I hear pop pop 
pop. Can it be?? My favorite pop 
corn and cotton candy machine 
are here also!! I run over to the 
popcorn and get a bag of freshly 
made white fluffiness. I then get 
some cotton candy from Yitz and 
Elya Adler (thanks Elya) and 
make my way back to the main 
event. There Dovi is doing 
another raffle and another 
winner comes up to get his prize. 
I know the mouse is here 
somewhere and ill find him no 
doubt. As Tuesday rolls in I see 
Rabbi Sherman giving out these 
colorful dollars. Each one of the 
bills has a head staff member on 
it and they are being given out all 
day. It must be payday!! I’m 
watching as every bunk tries to 
get as much money as they 
could. In a crazy game of deal or 
no deal, the bunks had a chance 
to get 1 million dollars for their 
bunks. After eliminating the big 1 
million, we thought they would 
get maybe a few hundred bunks 
but nothing more. In the end 
Yossi Newman lead the way and 
it came down to either 400k or 
500k for the bunks that 
remained. It was crazy as the 
bunks were really adding up to 
their totals for payday. At the end 
of the day, it was time for the big 
event. I watched as each bunk 

made their way into the gym to 
put down their wagers for OTB. 
After all the bets were in it was 
time to wait for the next day to 
see who would cash in big time. 
Wednesday we loaded the 
buses for the long and grueling 
trip to boulders stadium. After 
packing all our snacks. Drinks 
and sandwiches it was off to the 
game.as the whole camp cozied 
into their awesome seats the 
game was just ready to begin. 
Moshe zidell and Akiva Deutsch 
were out snagging foul balls and 
all the Heineman’s were in deep 
right field seats looking to catch 
a short homer. While the game 
was going on I think I I must be 
dreaming. How can it be?? 
Could it be that the mouse 
actually followed us all to the 
boulders game? did he sneak on 
the bus? Maybe he hid in Rabbi 
Piekes’s bag with all the 
sandwiches?? All I know is he is 
here!! I follow the mouse to see 
what he is doing. He has no 
interest in the game that’s clear 
so why is he here?? I watch as 
he leaves the seats again and 
starts scurrying off to the food 
counter. That’s when I see it. 
There is a little leak in the 
fountain soda machine and that 
clever mouse put a cup under 
the leak. Every ten minutes his 
little cup gets full, and he goes off 



to get his free drink. That’s why 
he came to this game to get his 
free soda. What a crazy mouse 
it’s time to put an end to this once 
and for all. I start making my way 
to the food court to catch the 
mouse who is there for the 
seventeenth time when all the 
sudden I hear a booming 
KKKAAALLLMMMAN !! that’s 
when I turn around and see 
Rabbi Baum is calling me from 
across the stadium. I quickly 
come over and sit next to all the 
Chevra guys as we watch the 
boulders ease to a 5 to 4 victory. 
When we get back to camp its 
OTB time that’s where all the 
staff will go head-to-head and try 
to win their challenges. First up 
is the base running competition. 
That’s won by our very own 
Noam Deutsch who flew around 
the bases in the best time. Next 
up was the throwing match, 
football kick and the volleyball 
game. I watched as Rabbi 
Sherman had the ball stuffed in 
his face like a chocolate cake on 
your birthday by Yitzy Breger. It 
seems that Yitzy was fired after 
that since he hasn’t been seen in 
camp since. The day ended with 

Rabbi Peikes smashing the 
homerun contest and Kovi 
destroying the filed in football 
and the marathon race. The 
mouse was seen again chasing 
an egg around on the floor, but I 
was not going to start running 
around after him after such a 
tiring day. Thursday was a 
rocking day in camp it was off to 
the leagues and fields as the 
playoffs get closer. We had fun 
swimming and sports and then it 
was time to head to the gym for 
special activity. Each bunk lined 
up to get as many points as they 
could in their switch challenge. 
The balls were flying, the 
Frisbees were zipping, and the 
cups were stacking as every 
bunk made their way around the 
gym. The music blasted from the 
speakers, and everyone had a 
great time. As the end of the 
week nears, we have so much to 
still accomplish. Waterparks, 
amusement parks and so much 
more. But first its time to end this 
and take care of that mouse. 
Stay tuned for next week to find 
out how I get the job done once 
and for all.  
Yours truly Kalman the Cat

 

 



Chevra X  By Rabbi Wizel 

 
Squeak…Squeak…Squeak!    

Hey everyone, it’s Michoel Mouse reporting on week 6 of Camp Chevra! This week 

Camp Chevra decided that they are upping the bar to the extreme. On the first day of 

the week the Chassidish Guy put together one of the most amazing and exciting special 

activities that I have ever seen in my life! First there were the incredible inflatables that were 

blown up all over the campgrounds (one of them kept knocking the Really Big Jolly Loud 

Gentleman down every time he tried to pass by, but at least this time he landed on the air 

pad as opposed to his knee #OlympicsMemories). I thought that this alone was a 

noteworthy special activity, but little did I realize that there was an ACTUAL 

CARNIVAL planned! Quickly I made the calculation that carnival = food, and boy was 

I excited! After the carnival I stayed back and ate from the leftover popcorn & cotton candy 

machines to my little heart’s content. I guess it was my luck that the Really Big Jolly Loud 

Gentleman was too occupied doing other important stuff that he forgot to clean the 

machines – I had the feast of a lifetime. It was only after I was stuffed did I realize that I 

apparently missed the ENTIRE Chevra-X – INCLUDING WHEN THEY 

GAVE OUT THE REFRESHMENTS!!!!!!!!! Now get this, I have been 

sneaking around Chevra X from the beginning of camp. I’m usually second for Mincha 

(right after Benny Newhouser.  I don’t know how, but he is just always first), I always keep 

track of the records and the games, and I just LOVE eating the refreshment leftovers. 

For me to miss a day of Chevra X is just… just… I don’t know what its like, it never happens! 

Apparently, they even had the squeeze up ices, which is my favorite! So right away I tried 

looking around the floor for some leftovers but unfortunately, to my horror (and to The 

Man with the Polo Shirt’s delight), everyone threw their garbage out. As hot wet hot tears 

came to my eyes, I suddenly noticed a small group of kids still waiting to be picked up, and 

get this, THEY STILL HAD REFRESHMENTS IN THEIR HANDS!!!! 

So I crept up behind the group that contained Erez Wolfset, Yeshaya Vilinsky, Shloimy 

Goldstein, and Moshe Zidelle, and as soon as they threw out their ices I pounced on them 

and stuffed myself even more. I went to bed on Monday with a massive stomachache, but 

hey – it was SOOOO worth it! 



 On Tuesday I made sure to be there bright and early (Benny still came before me 

to Mincha though), and as soon as Noam Deutch finished Aleinu, it was off to the fields 

for our sharks to play some intense night leagues! The day ended with 2 energetic baseball 

games in which the Great White Sharks demolished the Hammerheads and the Baby 

Sharks du…du…du beat the Bullsharks! It felt great to be back in the game (considering 

yesterday’s mishap) and Moshe Berman’s leftover black and white cookie really hit the 

spot. I do miss Skateboard Zisha though - heard that he went to check out the skatepark 

at Meah Shearim… oh well. 

 Wednesday was a very quiet day in camp. Apparently, there was this epic trip to 

Boulders Stadium. Everyone left, leaving the building with only me and Catherin the Evil 

(before the Canteen Manager came around, she made it her business as the head 

custodian to try to evict me from Pomona Middle School). It was a boring day until 2:00 

when all the busses pulled up and camp continued full blast ahead! After Mincha the 

Chevra X boys trekked up the hill to their league games. I chilled back at the Canteen with 

Avraham Peikes, when all of a sudden my keen sense of smell detected the Canteen 

Manager make his way into the canteen. How could I forget that he stays back on 

Wednesdays?! Heart pounding, I frantically began searching for a place to hide, and that 

is when I set my eyes on The Chassidish Guy’s All Stars Boulders cup that he bought 

2 years ago (with free refills). Quickly and nimbly, I jumped in just as The Canteen 

Manager huffed and gruffed into the room. Phew. I must start being more careful around 

the canteen on Wednesdays. As soon as he left, I continued noshing on the Hot Tamales 

and Air Heads until the refreshments came (red, white and blue ices... yum!) I went to bed 

that night quite full, and frankly I was excited and curious to know where the Chevra-X 

boys would be going on Thursday. 

 But I wasn’t left curious for long! The next morning I overheard The Rabbi tell 

Yechiel Zidel that we will be going back to the pool where he left all his stuff last time. As 

soon as I heard that, memories came flooding in from the last time we went to a pool and 

BBQ… remember it poured and all the kids ran for cover? Well this time, as all the kids 

packed into the Chevra-X busses (Chassidish Car, Miracle Van, Equipment Mobile, 

and Canteen Manager’s Altima),  everyone was excited, as the sky looked blue, and Black 

Heavens (the Canteen Manager’s weather app that he paid $5.99 for) said that it was 

going to be beautiful weather – so here we go! The pool was so refreshing and fun! I stayed 



in the corner under Azzi Wolf’s beach chair (I knew that it was the one chair that wouldn’t 

get moved around so much) and had a blast watching Daniel Peikes (back from camp) 

blasting Shaya Genut and Yossi the Fish Warrum with his super soaker. Srulik Brook 

and Daniel Haas were playing keep away in the pool with Avrumi Kopstik (who doesn’t 

read my articles ☹) using the small yet heavy the watermelon ball. While all this was going 

on, The Man with Polo Shirt, The Rabbi, and The Chassidish Guy were by the grill 

cooking up a storm (Black Heavens didn’t see that coming 😉). Hot dogs and burgers 

were given to all campers and it smelled so delicious that I actually felt my mouth watering a 

bit… good thing that the headstaff left the garbage bag on the deck, because as soon as 

everyone left, I just ate and ate and ate and ate… hey what time is it? NO WAY, I missed 

my ride back! This is the 2nd time this week I got too distracted with food that I missed 

something. I better figure out how to get back to camp by next week as apparently it only 

gets better… 

 

P.S. A lot of well wishers have left letters at my mousehole warning me about some 

character known as Kalman the Cat. Clearly this is another one of the Canteen 

Managers schemes (it has his style written all over it), and I am here to let you know that I 

am not concerned about this cat, and neither should you be. For one, all he does is sleep. 

He slept at the waterpark, he slept again during the headstaff skit – all this klutz does is 

sleep. As I am writing this I am standing in front him and he is softly snoring in my face. Also, 

if he does happen to wake up, throw a plate of cholent at him and watch him run after it. 

Worst exterminator ever… I am here to stay! 

 

Squeak, squeak, have a great week! 

Yours truly, 

Michoel Mouse 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Even though cp”dubs”w is no longer in camp. wE will continue to have his ArticLes. We can’t have a weak withou 

random shoutouts to mispelled campers and random people most of you never heard of. so hear goes 

yOUR favorite head staff member 

“i yoused to think I had dyslexia but then I realized it was just your artickles” - R’ pikis/ “please dont give me a 

shout out” - anonymouse / “i got this haircut free, all I needed was duct tape and anesthesia ” - me to nesanel 

roizman / “your tail fell off” rabbi piggle wiggle “do the wheels on the bus really go round and round” - rabbi 

kletzrachen  

“Do you Know the Turkey Dance” 

By CP3.87677 

 

 Well here we go again, small font which means I have even more to write about. I actually get to 

write this at the end of the week because apparently RABBI pikis duzn’t need to proofread the article if I 

actually didn’t write it. That is a shame becuz I got a new sharpie for this week. It had a jumbo tip to cross 

out multiple ffffffsjasg that was a great line to bad I censored myself  . So on Sunday we didn’t have 

camp, I felt so foolish when kathy told me that. It’s only been 12 years how should I know. I saw shlomo 

oppen there but everything else was closed. MOnday was carnival day. jake the shlappy berkowitz went 

into kapow and got kapowed. When he landed he realized that he had squashed bananas all over him 

because elchonon KUt forgot to eat it (the banana not jakey). Newman thinks elmo is funny, he laughed 

so hard that he got caaarolly all over himself. Then  we had the booths. Mine was the best. It was called 

“has anyone seen Chaim Pesach aka CPdubs”. I didn’t have to give out any tickets. 
 

 On Tuesday it was pay day. That is like tisha bav for Uncle yitz greenboim father of avi josh  

greenboim. but don’t worry nachman, this was fake money (the guy at seven eleven told me, how 

embarrassing, but i got a free slurpee). We had to do crazy things to get money, mainly take shalom 

adlerian dives into home plate, or we just hang around rabbi sherminator shermy sherman. Rabbi wyzzzel 

is a tight wad. Finally it was tyme to count the money, bentzzzz peaceum cheated and had six billion 

dollars. unfortunately shua dahan aka shua dahan took a deal of 176 dollars so he has to share dentures 

with our custodian who only eats herring and minced garlic. 
 

 Wednesday we went to the boulders game it wazzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 

wait while I wash naygel vasser. Binyamin grunenbomb caught a foul ball while akiva deutch let 

someone else catch a home run for him and then gave him the ball. Rabbi pikis almost got a t-shirt but 

tennebomb snatched it from the floor. He then got the entire boulders team to autograph it and sold it for 

100000 dollars, but why was elmo on the bill?! Speiking of Home RUNS that is exactly what I did. Why 

wait for the bus just have shua Bermanbaum CHASE u down the block and you will be back faster than 

you can say “do you have a permit” I’m sure thursday was great but who knows, I certainly dont. 
 

 Random shout outs it was genuts teffilin birthday, he doesn’t own camp but he did give me a 

donut. its yoel “iceberg”s friend klein’s birthday but he didn’t give me a donut. I saw eliyahu speeeeegs 

today, but before I could say hi gidalia “feeling fine” sikllos gave him a slush. Don’t worry speegs, just 

send the shirt to the cleaners. Abie swam in his clothes, too bad there was no water. Avromi ginsberg 

forgot to let go of his balloon so he is still floating in the air. Abi herzberg also did but he got stuck in a 

tree. Yaakov “not” Staam tried to cath him but fell down the slip and slide and caught a cold. He stole 

Tzvi Israels tissues which was bad idea becasue he knows jujitsu. Feel better yaakov. 
 

Chaim Pesach Weiss 



(tf:sh) unt ckjc hsd kac, tk///
The rUxht of mixing milk and meat is repeated three times in the vrI,. k"zj tell us that this is in

order to prohibit three things: cooking, eating, and deriving pleasure from this mixture. The t,khfn
comments that these three occurrences correspond to the three covenants which k-trah hbc made with
Hashem, in acceptance of His vrI, and ,umn. The three times were: hbhx,ctIn ,Icrg and ohzhrd rv! This
perplexing comment needs much understanding. What is the connection between accepting to follow
the vrI, and the rUxht of milk and meat? The two seemingly have nothing to do with each other?!

To explain this we must understand ckju rac, milk and meat, more deeply! It is important to
stress that this rUxht is a eIj, a law whose reasoning and logic cannot be grasped by human
comprehension. We adhere to it solely because wv commanded us to do so. However, many oharpn
offer partial lessons which we can be learned from this  eIj. They are thoughts hinting to ethics, not
full explanations, because it is unexplainable.

The following thought is based on an understanding of how the d"ckr explains a lesson which
can be derived from this law. It is both fascinating and relevant.

Imagine that you visit your mother and she has prepared for you your favorite chocolate cream
cake! As you sit and savor a piece, she asks if you could please be so kind as to take out the garbage
when you get a chance.... Now imagine the following two outcomes and note which one is more
disturbing.
Scenario A: You adamantly refuse to perform the requested chore and do not take out the trash!
Scenario B: You refuse to take out the garbage and instead you take the remainder of her delicious
cake and smash it into her face, cream first!

Obviously, the first option is inappropriate, but the second response is unbelievably terrible
and horrifying. You used her cake, which she lovingly made for you, against her!
Similarly, when one takes the milk of a mother cow, which she provided you with to enjoy, and one
uses it to cook her little baby with, one is performing this same horrible act! Now, the vrI, allows us to
eat both milk or meat, separately, so what is the depth here? 

Here is the punch line: The okIg ka IbIcr provides us with a body and put us on this earth to
earn perfection and greatness. He gives us the ability to act and move. Every time that we perform a
sin, we are taking the exact gift of our body and life, which wv gave us so lovingly, and using it
precisely against Him! We are figuratively smashing a pie into His face! This is the ultimate
insurgence!

This, says the d"ckr, is a small lesson that is partially hinted at by the prohibition of cooking
milk and meat together. Firstly, when we sin, we certainly do not intend to spite wv, rather we are
overcome with desire and surely wv understands this. One should not linger in guilt for his sins, rather,
he should use this kan to inspire him to be more careful. Secondly, we now have an answer to our
original quandary as to how milk and meat relates to the three covenants of the vrI,? The lesson is one
of gratitude. If the person in our above scenario would have contemplated how much his mother does
for him, his heart would have been filled with love and gratitude. He would have ran to assist her in
any way possible. So too, when one realizes how much wv does for him, cares for him and provides him
with, he will become inspired to follow wv lovingly and faithfully. He will have gratitude and
appreciation and this will cause him to commit himself to acting according to the will of wv. He will, in
short, excitedly accept to follow the vrI, and ,umn! This, is the connection between the ban on milk
and meat and the three covenants we made with wv, they signify gratitude and service! Have a great
,ca.

Sincerely
                                 Noam Peikes



BEST IN BUNK 
 

BUNK A - AVI ERGAS & CHAIM HUTMAN 

BUNK B – AZARIAH NEMTZOV 

BUNK C – YOSEF AHRON STEINMAN 

BUNK D – ZORACH SCHNEID 

BUNK AVRAHAM - ELIYAHU HEINEMANN AND ARI HAMMER 

BUNK YITZCHOK – EITAN VILINSKY 

BUNK MENASHE – PETER PAN 

BUNK EPHRAIM – ASHER SINGER 

BUNK REUVEN – CAPTAIN HOOK 

BUNK SHIMON – SMEE 

BUNK LEVI – AKIVA DEUTCH AND AVI NEWHOUSE 

BUNK YEHUDA – EPHRAIM BRAND 

BUNK YISSACHAR – ZEVI HALTON AND ELIYAHU MACHLIS 

BUNK ZEVULAN – SHIMON WEINSTEIN 

BUNK XTREME – TZVI ISREAL AND SHAYA GENUT 

 

BEST IN LEARNING 

RABBI KRASNOW – YAKOV NOTIK 

RABBI BERMAN – BINYOMIN GRUENEBAUM 

RABBI EISENBERG - MENACHEM LANDY 

RABBI WEINSTEIN – YITZY RICHMOND 

RABBI WIZEL – AVI NEUHOUSE & MEIR KIVELEVITZ 

RABBI SHERMAN – ELIYAHU MACHLIS 

RABBI LEFKOWITZ - BARUCH GOLDENBERG 

RABBI ZOOM – YOSSI BOGOMILSKY 

Please visit www.campchevra.com and follow us on Instagram @campchevra for all the latest pictures 
and videos 

 

http://www.campchevra.com/



